Dose- and time-dependent effect of an acute 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole injection on rat brain catalase activity.
The results presented in this study demonstrate a progressive inhibition of rat brain catalase activity by AT in vivo. Furthermore, the inhibition of brain catalase by AT demonstrates the presence of hydrogen peroxide in brain, since AT inhibits catalase in the presence of this compound. The rate of inhibition of catalase seems to be dependent upon the rate by which H2O2 is generated. A time course study showed slower onset of the inhibition of brain as compared to liver catalase, possibly reflecting tissue hydrogen peroxide levels or, alternatively, a rate-limiting penetration of AT into brain and into the catalase compartment. The presence of AT in brain was confirmed over the time period of the observed inhibition of brain catalase. Catalase inhibitors are of particular interest in the study of the physiological role of catalase. This study further supports the use of AT in investigations designed to further understand the role of brain catalase.